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What has been done as of yesterday

on this matter by the subcommittee is
flagrantly unfair and does a disservice
to Egypt, to the United States, as well,
and to our national interests in the
basic process of making peace in the
Middle East. I strongly oppose this ac-
tion, and I hope that it can be cor-
rected when the bill gets to the full Ap-
propriations Committee next week, and
if it isn’t corrected there, then the at-
tempt will be made at least to correct
it on this floor. The action has not
gone unnoticed.

The Ambassador from Egypt and I
have discussed this matter. He came to
my office a couple of days ago, and
then we have been in discussions since
on the telephone. I received a thought-
ful letter from him which I may wish
to share with my colleagues. The Am-
bassador is disappointed and perplexed
by the subcommittee action, as am I,
and as true friends should be, true
friends of Israel and Egypt should be. I
hope it can be corrected before even
more damage is done.

Madam President, I ask unanimous
consent that a letter to me, this date,
from the Honorable Ahmed Maher El
Sayed, the Egyptian Ambassador, be
printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

EMBASSY OF THE
ARAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPT,

June 20, 1997.
Hon. ROBERT BYRD,
U.S. Senate, Senate Hart Building,
Washington, DC.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: It was, as usual, an
intellectual delight to talk to you last
Wednesday to share with you the lessons of
wisdom from the Bible and ancient Greece,
and their meaning in the present cir-
cumstances. I particularly appreciate your
giving me so much time, in a very busy
schedule, so that I may appreciate again
your sense of objectivity and fairness, as
well as your deep insight of things.

Unfortunately, action was taken by the
Foreign Operations Subcommittee to strike
the earmark for assistance to Egypt, while
keeping it for Israel.

While I know your general position regard-
ing the aid program to Egypt and Israel, I
also know that your sense of fairness would
not support treating Egypt in such a dis-
criminatory manner.

I would also like to set the record straight
concerning Egypt’s position in response to
certain allegations which were made:

1. The non-attendance by President Muba-
rak, of the summit held in Washington last
September was based on his assessment that
Prime Minister Netanyahu was not ready, at
this meeting, to take steps conducive to the
advancement of the cause of peace. President
Clinton clearly understood the motives of
President Mubarak, and King Hussein of Jor-
dan was quoted, after the meeting, as saying
that in, hindsight, President Mubarak was
justified in not attending.

2. The role of Egypt in reaching an agree-
ment on Hebron was crucial. It was an Egyp-
tian proposal which constituted the basis of
the agreement. The Jordanian officials have
recognized publicly that their proposal
which led to the agreement is built on an
Egyptian suggestion of a compromise. The
American Peace Team recognized the Egyp-
tian vital contribution to the solution.

3. Egypt did not lead an effort to reimpose
the boycott on Israel. What happened is that
at a regular meeting of the Arab League at
its seat in Cairo, a unanimous decision was
taken to revise steps taken toward normal-
ization with Israel if it persisted in policies
clearly contradicting its obligations. The
resolution did not include countries bound
by Treaties with Israel, i.e. Egypt and Jor-
dan.

4. Relations between Egypt and Israel are
normal, which does require neither subscrib-
ing by one party to the policies of the other,
nor mandatory trade and travel. There exists
on our part no restriction on trade and trav-
el to Isreal, and far from stagnating, the two
fields have seen in the last years, significant
progress. A warm relation is one that is built
through the years given the right cir-
cumstances; what is required, and in exist-
ence, are normal relations. It is not an un-
usual state of affairs that relations between
countries fluctuate with the acuity of politi-
cal problems. Egypt and Israel are bound by
16 agreements and protocols which have been
implemented or being normally imple-
mented.

5. I would like to remind you that Egypt
out of its deep commitment to peace in the
region, has embarked on a major effort to
create conditions to bring the Palestinians
and the Israelis back to the negotiating
table. President Mubarak is personally in-
volved in this effort. He has met with Prime
Minister Netanyahu in Sharm El Sheikh,
and since then contacts have been main-
tained both with the Israelis and Palestin-
ians.

6. Our ties with Libya are normal relations
between neighbors in the context of the re-
spect of UN Resolutions. Our influence has
been a moderating one.

All these points have been clearly ex-
plained by President Mubarak to distin-
guished members of Congress he met on var-
ious occasions, and thereofre, I do not be-
lieve that there is any justification in rais-
ing from the dead arguments and misrepre-
sentations that had been laid to rest by the
reality as recognized by most Egypt has been
and continues to be a pioneer of peace, an
anchor of stability in the Middle East, and a
fierce defendant of the rule of law and legit-
imacy for which we fought side by side.
Without its contribution and its courageous
stands, as well as its cooperation with the
US, it would not be envisageable to move to-
wards achieving our common goals of peace
and prosperity, and overcome the hurdles
which Egypt is working very hard to over-
come.

Best and warm regards,
Sincerely,

AHMED MAHER EL SAVED.

Mr. BYRD. Madam President, I yield
the floor.

Mr. GRAMS addressed the Chair.
f

NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZA-
TION ACT FOR FISCAL YEAR 1998

The Senate continued with the con-
sideration of the bill.

Mr. GRAMS addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen-

ator from Minnesota is recognized.
AMENDMENT NO. 420

Mr. GRAMS. Madam President, I in-
quire of the business now before the
Senate.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
pending question is on the Cochran
amendment No. 420.

Mr. GRAMS. Madam President, I rise
this morning to strongly oppose the

amendment by my colleague and friend
from Mississippi, Mr. COCHRAN, first for
jurisdictional reasons, and most impor-
tantly because it is a seriously, I be-
lieve, flawed policy.

As chairman of the International Fi-
nance Subcommittee of the Senate
Banking Committee, I object to the
consideration of this matter, since it is
within the jurisdiction of my sub-
committee and the Committee on
Banking. This is a very controversial
issue and it should be heard and de-
bated in the normal congressional
process, by the proper committee of ju-
risdiction, not by a floor amendment
with little opportunity for opponents
to be heard. Many Members of this
body may have already returned to
their States and will not even have the
opportunity to listen to the debate
today.

The Senate has not had an oppor-
tunity to have a full debate on export
controls in the last few years. Members
need the benefit of time to fully ana-
lyze changes in an area that can have
such a negative impact on U.S. compa-
nies and on U.S. jobs.

What really concerns me, Madam
President, is that this amendment
turns back the clock on technology.
This amendment indicates it is di-
rected at supercomputers, but comput-
ers at the 2,000–7,000 MTOPS level are
not supercomputers, a point I will dis-
cuss later. The amendment reverses 2
years of effort to decontrol computers
that are generally available. You will
hear all sorts of talk today about how
this amendment improves national se-
curity. But it does not. If the goal is to
stop the sale of high performance com-
puters to questionable end users in
Russia, China, India, Pakistan, and Is-
rael, it will stop the sale of United
States computers to those end users—
but it will not stop our allies from
making those sales.

It is true that there are two compa-
nies currently under investigation for
alleged sale without license to a ques-
tionable end user. Those investigations
are still pending and should be pursued,
so it seems premature to, in effect,
have the Congress find them guilty.
Let us let the process work. If they are
guilty, they will be penalized. The U.S.
companies selling computers abroad at
this level are few; they are reputable
and they do care about selling to ques-
tionable end users. The investigations
have also had a positive effect in that
they have encouraged companies to
seek more validated licenses for uncer-
tain end users. I disagree with my col-
leagues who believe businesses care
only about the almighty dollar, and
not national security.

This amendment will bring us back
to the cold war days when export con-
trols were required for computers sold
in drug stores. A computer at 2,000
MTOPS, which is the level we would
control, is a low-end work station
which is widely available all over the
world. We would establish unilateral
controls on any computer over this ca-
pability. Our companies would have to
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obtain a validated license. Their com-
petitors in other nations would not
have that requirement. Therefore, Eu-
ropean and Japanese companies would
have a competitive edge in many,
many computer sales in countries
where it is important to establish a
foothold as a reliable supplier to facili-
tate future sales. Licenses would be re-
quired for every sale above this limit,
not just those to questionable end
users. We want to expand markets in
those countries, while protecting our
national security interests, rather than
handing them on a silver platter to our
trading partners who will then be seen
as reliable suppliers in the future.

I know the argument will be that it
is not hard to get an export license and
that there are statutory deadlines on
agency review of license applications. I
can give you quite a list of companies—
many of them smaller companies—
which have come close to shutting
down due to export license delays, even
in recent years. We cannot return to
this uncertainty and bureaucratic
maze. Even the larger companies will
see their expenses increase as they will
have to hire more high-priced attor-
neys to facilitate many of the licenses
through the process. Export licenses to
these countries do not get approved in
a couple of months. Many of them take
many months and earn the U.S. the
designation as an unreliable supplier.
While we are pursuing regulatory re-
form in many areas, what we are doing
here is reimposing regulations we
eliminated 2 years ago.

What is curious to me is an independ-
ent study commissioned in 1995 for the
Departments of Commerce and Defense
which determined that computers
could be decontrolled to the 7,000
MTOPS level without a negative im-
pact on national security. The Depart-
ments of State, Defense, Commerce,
the intelligence agencies, and ACDA
all signed off on this report, and the de-
control was made at that time to 7,000
MTOPS. The determination was made
because the 2,000–7,000 range, again,
Madam President, was widely available
throughout the world.

But you have also heard that we are
stopping the sale of supercomputers to
tier 3 countries without a license.
Again. Madam President, a 7,000
MTOPS computer is not a supercom-
puter. Supercomputers still need ex-
port licenses. I am told that the
MTOPS for a supercomputer is in the
20,000 range and can go up to one mil-
lion MTOPS—a far cry from 7,000.

Let’s look at the level the amend-
ment seeks to control—2,000 MTOPS.
This is a low-level work station com-
puter. By 1998, personal computers will
reach this level. Also, the alpha chip
available next year will be 1,000
MTOPS itself. So just two of those in a
computer would qualify the computer
for an export license. It is very difficult
for me to justify that companies will
have to jump through so many hoops
just to sell fairly low-level computers.
We are truly turning back the clock on
technology.

I have previously made the point
that we are stabbing ourselves in the
foot, since computer companies in
other countries do not have these con-
trols, and therefore our efforts are fu-
tile to say the least. There are four Eu-
ropean companies which sell computers
in the 2,000–7,000 range as well as Japa-
nese companies. We all know that they
will be eager to make these sales.

What is really ironic is that the Chi-
nese themselves have now produced a
computer at the 13,000 MTOPS level.
They have surpassed the 7,000 current
limit the sponsor of this amendment is
trying to roll back.

One argument I have heard is that
Japan also requires validated licenses
for its sales. Yes, that is true, but Ja-
pan’s validated license system has al-
ways been a rubber stamp operation.
The entire process takes 24 hours, if
that. Ours can take months. And I can
show you some unhappy constituents
who can verify that.

Another question I have is whether it
is good policy to codify export controls
at certain levels rather than leaving
them to regulation. Do we really want
to be in a position to have to change
the law each time we need to decon-
trol? Is the Congress really able to act
as quickly and as often as needed to ad-
just to rapidly changing technology? I
think not.

Madam President, I plan to send a
second degree amendment to the
amendment by my colleague from Mis-
sissippi and in a moment will ask for
its immediate consideration.

But I again want to mention that
this amendment would request the
GAO to perform a study of the national
security risks that would be involved
with sales of computers in the 2,000–
7,000 MTOPS range to military or nu-
clear end users in tier 3 countries. It
would also analyze the foreign avail-
ability issue to determine whether con-
trols at 2,000 MTOPS and above would
make any sense.

Further, the amendment would re-
quire the Department of Commerce to
publish in the Federal Register a list of
end users which would require the fil-
ing of a validated license application,
except when there is an administration
finding that such publication would
jeopardize sources and methods.

Madam President, this is a sincere
compromise in my position as sub-
committee chairman of the committee
of jurisdiction over this issue, which
will help us decide whether there is a
need to recontrol at the 2,000 level. It is
far too controversial to decide this
question today, or by next Tuesday
when we will vote.

I believe Commerce should be asked
to publish this list and to further seek
ways to work with computer compa-
nies to determine whether other end
users are questionable in order to alle-
viate some of the uncertainty that is
out there.

Madam President, let us not turn
back the clock on technology. Let us
make a rational national security deci-

sion that also take into account the
best interests of our exporters—and the
jobs that they represent.

AMENDMENT NO. 422 TO AMENDMENT NO. 420

(Purpose: To require the Comptroller Gen-
eral of the United States to conduct a
study on the availability and potential
risks relating to the sale of certain com-
puters)
Mr. GRAMS. So, Madam President, I

send my second-degree amendment to
the desk, and ask for the yeas and nays
on the amendment.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will report the amendment.

The bill clerk read as follows:
The Senator from Minnesota [Mr. GRAMS]

proposes an amendment numbered 422 to
amendment No. 420.

Mr. GRAMS. Madam President, I ask
unanimous consent that further read-
ing of the amendment be dispensed
with.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

The amendment is as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be in-

serted, insert the following:
SEC. . GAO STUDY ON CERTAIN COMPUTERS.

(a) IN GENERAL.—The Comptroller General
of the United States shall conduct a study of
the national security risks relating to the
sale of computers with composite theoretical
performance of between 2,000 and 7,000 mil-
lion theoretical operations per second to
end-users in Tier 3 countries. The study shall
also analyze any foreign availability of com-
puters described in the preceding sentence
and the impact of such sales on United
States exporters.

(b) PUBLICATION OF END-USER LIST.—The
Secretary of Commerce shall publish in the
Federal Register a list of military and nu-
clear end-users of the computers described in
subsection (a), except any end-user with re-
spect to whom there is an administrative
finding that such publication would jeopard-
ize the user’s sources and methods.

(c) END-USER ASSISTANCE TO EXPORTERS.—
The Secretary of Commerce shall establish a
procedure by which exporters may seek in-
formation on questionable end-users.

(d) DEFINITION OF TIER 3 COUNTRY.—For
purposes of this section, the term ‘‘Tier 3
country’’ has the meaning given such term
in section 740.7 of title 15, Code of Federal
Regulations.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second for the Senator’s re-
quest for a rollcall vote?

There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. COCHRAN addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.

ENZI). The Senator from Mississippi is
recognized.

Mr. COCHRAN. Mr. President, I have
listened carefully to the comments of
my good friend from Minnesota in sup-
port of his second-degree amendment. I
must say that the language of the
amendment is appealing in some re-
spects, particularly the suggestion that
the General Accounting Office ought to
be asked to conduct a review of this
situation and the apparent risk to our
national security caused by the export
policies of this administration with re-
spect to the sale of supercomputers and
its technology to foreign purchasers.

There is some question in my mind
about the efficacy of the last part of
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the amendment particularly, because
in our hearings in the Governmental
Affairs Committee the administration
officials talked about the fact that the
reason they did not publish and make
available a list of end users or poten-
tial purchasers of these computers at
this time was because of diplomatic
considerations and the questions about
whether it puts in jeopardy our intel-
ligence-gathering capabilities and a
number of other issues that concerned
them enough so that they do not now
make available this list even privately
to exporters of supercomputers.

So to require them to publish it in
the Federal Register and to make it
available to the general public is prob-
ably something that ought to be recon-
sidered and not approved by the Sen-
ate. They should not be compelled to
do that. It seems to me that the rea-
sons they gave in our hearing for not
doing it even privately was enough and
sufficient in my mind to raise ques-
tions about whether we should compel
them to do it publicly.

But looking back at the earlier com-
plaints and the comments from my
friend about the Cochran-Durbin
amendment, let me say that this is not
an effort on our part to roll back regu-
latory policy with respect to military
end users. It is an effort to change the
procedures and to put the onus and the
responsibility for determining whether
a sale is permissible or consistent with
national security concerns on the ad-
ministration rather than on the sellers
of the computers.

Computer companies do not have the
capacity to make determinations on
their own about the use to which the
computers they are selling in the inter-
national market will be put, or the re-
lationships between prospective pur-
chasers and governments, particularly
in the case of China or Russia. The U.S.
Government, though, has the capacity,
through its contacts worldwide, to do a
much more reliable and accurate job of
assessing whether or not someone
would be a purchaser who would use
these computers to enhance the
lethalness of nuclear weapons or mis-
sile technology to put our own citizens
at risk, the lives of Americans at risk,
in a way that they would not otherwise
be, but for the sale of our computer
technology.

So it is for that reason and that rea-
son alone not to prevent the sale to le-
gitimate purchasers who will use it for
civilian or other appropriate purposes.
It is in those situations where there is
very real concern based on knowledge
that we have about the potential harm-
ful use—harmful to our own interests—
that we ought to have the power, we
ought to have the process reserved to
the Federal Government to prohibit
that sale in those selected situations.

Right now the policy of our Govern-
ment is to prohibit the sale of this cat-
egory of computers if it is for the pur-
pose of being used for a military use or
sold to a military organization. It is
prohibited under current law, under

current regulations. So the suggestion
that the Senator makes that we are
imposing new restraint on trade in this
amendment is not true insofar as it
concerns the sales for military pur-
poses.

Current policy simply says to the ex-
porters, if you know it is going to be
used by a military organization, you
cannot sell it—2,000 to 7,000 MTOPS
speed computers cannot be sold under
current U.S. law and under current reg-
ulations. So this amendment that we
are offering does not impose a new defi-
nition that restrains the sale of com-
puters. It simply says that the Com-
merce Department is going to give you
the OK. Once you tell us who you will
sell it to, they will tell you whether it
is permissible or not. That is all we are
saying.

The current policy is it is up to the
exporter to decide whether this is a
military end use or an end user. If they
sell it to someone they knew was a
military end user, they violate the law
right now. The problem is a lot of ex-
porters, the people in the business of
manufacturing and marketing super-
computers, do not have the capacity to
make this determination.

Also, there are motivations that are
different. They are in the business of
making money. They are in the busi-
ness of selling as many as they can.
The stockholders of these companies
want to see sales go up, and so when
there is a close question—we are not
questioning anybody’s motives here
today—but where there is a close ques-
tion and you really do not know for
sure, the temptation is to go on and
make the sale, particularly if there is
really no hard evidence there.

Now, there have already been those
cases where there is enough evidence
that people have sold computers to end
users who are military organizations or
who are involved in nuclear weapons
programs, that they are now under in-
vestigations by a Federal grand jury.
This is serious business. That could
have been prohibited, maybe, if you
had the Commerce Department saying,
‘‘OK, it is fine, go ahead and make this
sale. Here is your license.’’ Then the ci-
vilian marketer is off the hook. The
Commerce Department makes the deci-
sion. That is the issue.

Do we leave it up to the honor sys-
tem that has been developed by the
Clinton administration, which is not
working—46, we thought it was 46, but
it turned out to be 47 as a result of the
hearing we held of new information of
these computers that are in the hands
of Chinese entities and we do not know
what they are being used for. Or if our
Government knows, they cannot tell us
in a public hearing session. We have to
go behind closed doors to find out what
they really know.

From what we can talk about right
now, we know that this policy ought to
be changed, and for the business of
‘‘this is not the right place, this is not
the right time,’’ and the jurisdictional
question—well, the Commerce Depart-

ment has jurisdiction over commerce
issues, the Banking Committee has
some jurisdiction, our Governmental
Affairs Committee has jurisdiction
over compliance with nonproliferation
treaty provisions. We are constantly
monitoring the question of prolifera-
tion of weapons of mass destruction in
our committee, and we came upon this
information through the exercise of
our oversight responsibilities.

It is a matter of some urgency, in our
view, that this matter be addressed,
and we think the U.S. Senate will
agree with that. I think we have sug-
gested a very modest but a very nec-
essary first step in the process of re-
form of our policies over exporting
computers. This administration came
into office having made a promise to
the computer industry that they were
going to make some dramatic changes
in the rules so that they could sell
more computers in the international
marketplace. That is fine. That is fine.
But they have adopted a policy that is
not working. It is not working to pro-
tect our national security interests,
which is important. It is working in
that it has helped sell a lot more com-
puters and a lot of people have gotten
rich under this new policy. I do not
have a problem with that. No com-
plaints are being made about that. But
it was supposed to be a policy that
both enhanced our ability to compete
in the international computer market
but at the same time protected our na-
tional security interests. It worked on
the one hand, but it has failed on the
other.

We now see the Atomic Energy Min-
ister in Russia, whose name is
Mikhailov, bragging in a public forum
about the new supercomputer tech-
nology they have bought from the
United States that is 10 times more
powerful and sophisticated than any-
thing they have had before. This agen-
cy is in the business of modernizing the
nuclear weapons that the Russians
have.

We have this Nunn-Lugar builddown
program supposedly trying to disman-
tle these weapons of mass destruction,
and we are very actively involved with
the Russians in that regard. But at the
same time, to be selling them the tech-
nology to make the weapons, they are
more accurate, more lethal, capable of
destroying potential adversaries like
the United States, it seems we are
working at cross-purposes with our-
selves. We are trying to work to keep
down the proliferation of weapons of
mass destruction, and here we are, in
this instance, contributing to the pro-
liferation of more lethal nuclear weap-
on systems. Certainly that is true in
the case of Russia and China. We know
that. We know that.

So what do we do about it? Nothing?
Have some hearings? Have the GAO
spend another year looking at things?
We agree GAO ought to look at this.
We are asking them to do that, too.
They have already begun some work at
our request. I agree with the Senator
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that we need to do more, but to just
say the Senate should not act on this
suggestion, this is a modest first step.
It is not a suggestion for comprehen-
sive reform at this time. We need more
information. We need to do more work
to decide on the details of a com-
prehensive, workable policy than is on
the books now and administered by our
Commerce Department.

So, but for the provisions of the
amendment offered by the Senator that
I have suggested caused me some con-
cern, I would like to be able to support
the amendment so that we could then
go on and vote to approve the amend-
ment as amended, but I cannot do that
at this point. I hope the Senate will
not agree to the amendment.

I know under the announcement that
was made earlier today on behalf of the
majority leader, there will be no votes
on amendments today. They will be set
aside and we will come to them later.
So there will not be a vote today.
Knowing that there will not be, I will
not push the issue any further, except
to suggest to the Senate that this is an
issue that ought to be debated, consid-
ered carefully, and we ought to vote for
this amendment that I have offered
with the cosponsorship of Senator DUR-
BIN.

Incidentally, I asked the other day,
after we had described the amendment,
that Senator ABRAHAM be added as a
cosponsor. I have now been asked to
seek unanimous consent that Senator
LUGAR be added as a cosponsor. I make
that request at this time, Mr. Presi-
dent.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR

Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that Janice
Nielsen, a legislative fellow with Sen-
ator CRAIG’s office, be granted floor
privileges during debate on S. 936, the
Defense Authorization Act.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. GRAMS. Mr. President, I want to
say I appreciate the remarks of my col-
league from Mississippi, Senator COCH-
RAN. We hope to be able to work with
him over the weekend and hope to
come to an agreement and compromise
with him by next week. Like he said,
hopefully we can vote on this at that
time.

I yield the floor.
Mr. THURMOND. I suggest the ab-

sence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The

clerk will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk pro-

ceeded to call.
Mr. GRAMM. Mr. President, I ask

unanimous consent that we may move
from this quorum call into morning
business for 20 minutes.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to calling off the quorum?

Mr. LEVIN. I object.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objec-

tion is heard.
The clerk will continue to call the

roll.

The bill clerk continued the call of
the roll.

Mr. GRAMM. Mr. President, making
two separate requests, I ask unanimous
consent that the order for the quorum
call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
FRIST). Without objection, it is so or-
dered.

Mr. GRAMM. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that I can proceed
for 20 minutes as in morning business.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. INHOFE. Will the Senator yield
for a unanimous-consent request?

Mr. LEVIN. Reserving the right to
object, would the Senator add to that,
that following morning business that
we go back into an automatic quorum
call?

Mr. GRAMM. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that following my
speech, if it ever begins, that we go
back into the quorum call, and I also
ask unanimous consent that, without
losing the floor, I might yield to Sen-
ator INHOFE so that he might get a
staff member on the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
f

PRIVILEGE OF THE FLOOR—S. 936

Mr. INHOFE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that Jeff Severs be
given floor privileges for the DOD bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. GRAMM. Mr. President, with all
this folderol, I hope they are not con-
spiring against me or against Texas. If
so, maybe we are in trouble.
f

SAVING MEDICARE

Mr. GRAMM. Mr. President, I come
to the floor today to talk about a very
difficult subject that for the next cou-
ple years is going to be very unpopular.
In the long history of the country it is
one of the most important subjects
that we have ever debated—and that is
trying to save Medicare.

I want to talk about what we did in
the Finance Committee. We reported a
bill that will be on the floor by the
middle of next week. I want to explain
to people exactly what we did and ex-
actly why we did it. I want to talk
about why it is important to the future
of the country and why it is critically
important to 38 million people who de-
pend on Medicare. It is something that
we have to do, and it was a courageous
action taken by the committee. How-
ever, it will be a great blot on the cour-
age and leadership of this Congress if
we let this effort, started in the Fi-
nance Committee this week, die on the
floor of the U.S. Senate or in the Con-
gress.

First of all, Mr. President, let me re-
mind people that we have a terrible
problem in Medicare. Medicare will be
insolvent in 3 years. There are a lot
things I may do in my political career
that I do not want to do, but there is

one thing I am never going to do. I am
never going to call up my 83-year-old
mother and say, ‘‘Well, mama, Medi-
care went broke today. It went broke
today because nobody had the courage
to do something about it. I knew it was
going broke, but I didn’t want to tell
anybody because I thought somebody
might criticize me for trying to do
something about it. So I just stood by
thinking, ‘Well, when it goes broke in 3
years, maybe something magical will
happen, and maybe nobody will blame
me.’ ’’ I am never going to make that
telephone call.

I am proud to say that we took two
steps in the Finance Committee this
week that will go a long way. If we
continue to show the courage that we
showed in committee on the floor of
the Senate, then I will never have to
call my mother and tell her Medicare
went broke, and she will never be with-
out the benefits that she has become
accustomed to and that she needs.

And let me outline the two things we
did.

First of all, as my colleagues will re-
member, we had a crisis in Social Secu-
rity in 1983. We set up a commission
which was almost unable to agree on
what to do about putting Social Secu-
rity back in the black. We were on the
verge halting Social Security checks.
However, one of the reforms which
arose from the process resulted from a
recognition that Americans are
healthier, and are living longer.

So as part of that Social Security
solvency package, those of us who were
in Congress at the time swallowed hard
and voted to raise the retirement age
from 65 to 67 over a 24-year period.

I remind my colleagues that when
Social Security started, the average
American lifespan was less than the
eligibility age for Social Security. So
the Social Security system protected
people who lived longer than the aver-
age.

Obviously, thank goodness, the aver-
age lifespan of Americans has grown
dramatically since 1935. So we now
have in law where beginning in the
year 2003 through the year 2027, we are
going to very gradually raise the re-
tirement age from 65 to 67. That was
part of a program to keep Social Secu-
rity solvent.

It was heavy lifting at the time. Med-
icare was still in the black, and nobody
wanted to make the lifting any heav-
ier.

Now we are reaching a point where
this phase-in for Social Security is
going to start in the year 2003. So the
Finance Committee, in what I believe
was a courageous vote, voted to begin
phasing up the eligibility age for Medi-
care in the same way as Social Secu-
rity. That is the first significant
change we made. I think there is some-
thing historic about that change which
goes beyond it being the most dramatic
change we have ever made in Medi-
care’s history to keep the program sol-
vent.

The second dramatic thing about this
reform is that we did not do it to save
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